THE FOLLOWING TEXTS explore rabbinic interpretations and responses to the biblical injunction to “be fruitful and multiply.” The first text comes from the Babylonian Talmud, a compendium of Jewish legal text, theology, and philosophy, edited between approximately 500-700 CE in modern-day Iraq. This Talmudic text unpacks the value of procreation by weaving together biblical verses that lend authority and intertextual meaning to the original biblical commandment in Genesis 9:7. This text culminates in the discussion of procreation by Ben Azzai, a sage in the third century who notoriously abstained from marriage.

The Talmudic teachings are followed here by a passage from Sifrei Devarim, an early rabbinic work of midrash connected to the biblical book of Deuteronomy, compiled and edited in 200 CE, which offers an expanded definition of the word “sons” to include students and disciples. Last is an excerpt from a modern guide to Jewish practice, Peninei Halakha, written by Eliezer Melamed, which offers a creative interpretation of Ben Azzai’s abstention from marriage as it is described in the Talmud, juxtaposing the life-giving nature of Torah study with the project of procreation.

Talmud Bavli Yevamot 63b-64a

It is taught in a baraita¹ that Rabbi Eliezer says: Anyone who does not engage in the mitzvah to be fruitful and multiply is considered as though he sheds blood, as it is stated: “Whoever sheds the blood of man, by man shall his blood be shed” (Genesis 9:6), and it is written immediately afterward: “And you, be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 9:7).

Rabbi Ya’akov says: It is as though he diminishes the Divine Image, as it is stated: “For in the image of God He made man” (Genesis 9:6), and it is written immediately afterward: “And you, be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 9:7).

Ben Azzai says: It is as though he sheds blood and also diminishes the Divine Image, as it is stated: “And you, be fruitful and multiply,” after the verse that alludes to both shedding blood and the Divine Image.

They said to Ben Azzai: There is a type of scholar who expounds well and fulfills his own teachings well, and another who fulfills well and does not expound well. But you, who have never married, expound well on the importance of procreation, and yet you do not fulfill well your own teachings.

Ben Azzai said to them: What shall I do, as my soul yearns for Torah, and I do not wish to deal with anything else. It is possible for the world to be maintained by others, who are engaged in the mitzvah to be fruitful and multiply.

Additional Sources:

Sifrei Devarim 34

... to your sons: These are your disciples. And thus do you find in all places, that disciples are called “sons,” as it says, “You are the sons of God,” (Deuteronomy 14:1). And it says “And the sons of the prophets came forth” (II Kings 2:3). Now were they the sons of the prophets? Were they not disciples? This shows that disciples were called “sons.”

¹ An early tradition in Jewish oral law not collected in the Mishnah
We see that there is only one mitzvah one can engage in and thereby, under pressing circumstances, abstain from the mitzvah of procreation: the mitzvah of Torah study. This is because Torah study itself adds life to the world. The fact is that although Ben Azzai did not engage in procreation, he delved deeply into the great importance of the mitzvah and expounded upon its great value. Certainly, many children were born as a result of his teachings.

In contrast, when Hizkiyahu wished to stipulate his performance of the mitzvah on having children who would not be wicked, he was negating the sacred principle underlying the mitzvah, which expresses the absolute value of life. This is why he would have been subject to terrible punishment in both this world and the next.

We learn from this that life is the supreme value, and even the wicked can repent. Furthermore, even if they do not repent, the righteous can learn from their mistakes. However, when one disregards the mitzvah altogether, he uproots everything and denies the value of God-given life in this world.

Sample Discussion Questions:

1. Each of the sages in the Talmud use biblical texts to support the importance of procreation. How are each of these biblical prooftexts distinct? What do you make of each of them?
2. How does Ben Azzai defend his own lack of family-building?
3. What does the interpretation of “sons” in Sifrei Devarim to include students and disciples reveal about the rabbinic perception of family and learning?
4. In Peninei Halakha, Melamed argues that Torah adds life to the world. How do—or doesn’t—Torah and other creative pursuits add life to the world?
5. In what ways do you participate in “fruitful” and “multiplying” behaviors? What kinds of activities or projects have you used birthing metaphors for? Where do you find resonances between the way you use these terms and the ideas present in these texts?

Further Reading:

For more on expansive approaches to kinship among the rabbinic sages see Daniel Boyarin, Carnal Israel: Reading Sex in Talmudic Culture (University of California Press, 1993), especially Chapter 5, “Lusting After Learning: The Torah as ‘The Other Woman.’”

For a critical contemporary analysis of this mitzvah see Ronit Ir-Shay, “Family Planning: A Halakhic-Gender Perspective” in Nashim: A Journal of Jewish Women’s Studies & Gender Issues (No. 12, 2006).
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2. Here Melamed is referencing Hezekaiah, the king of Judah in the 8th century BCE. According to tradition, the king ordered the Jewish people to study Torah in order to prevent the fulfillment of a prophecy that his future children would be wicked. (See Isaiah 38, and Berakhot 10a for rabbinic interpretation.)